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A Minkowski space Md=(Rd, || ||) is just Rd with distances measured using a
norm || ||. A norm || || is completely determined by its unit ball {x ¥ Rd | ||x|| [ 1}
which is a centrally symmetric convex body of the d-dimensional Euclidean space
Ed. In this note we give upper bounds for the maximum number of times the
minimum distance can occur among n points in Md, d \ 3. In fact, we deal with a
somewhat more general problem namely, we give upper bounds for the maximum
number of touching pairs in a packing of n translates of a given convex body in
Ed, d \ 3. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
Let K be a convex body, i.e., a compact convex set with non-empty
interior in the d-dimensional Euclidean space Ed. Harborth [10] proved
the remarkable result that the maximum number of touching pairs in a
packing of n congruent circles in E2 (i.e. in a family of n non-overlapping
congruent circles in E2) is precisely N3n−`12n−3M . (See [11] for further
discussions on this problem). Recently the same but much harder question
has been answered for packings of congruent circles in the hyperbolic plane
by Bowen and Radin in the elegant papers [5, 6]. Moreover, with the help
of the properly modified method of [10] Brass [7] could prove that the
maximum number of touching pairs in a packing of n translates of a
convex body K in E2 is N3n−`12n−3M , if K is not a parallelogram, and
N4n−`28n−12M , if K is a parallelogram. Agarwal and Pach [1, p. 211]
raise the higher dimensional analogue question calling the attention to the
fact that besides the following trivial upper bound nothing seems to be
known about this problem: Let K be a convex body in Ed, d \ 3 and let
H(K) be the Hadwiger number of K which is defined as the largest number
of non-overlapping translates of K that can touch K. Then the maximum
number of touching pairs in a packing of n translates of the convex body K
in Ed (i.e. in a family of n non-overlapping translates of the convex body K
in Ed) is at most (H(K)/2) n. In this note we improve this estimate as
follows.
Let d(K) be the density of a densest packing of translates of the convex
body K in Ed, d \ 3. Moreover, let h(K) be the one-sided Hadwiger
number of K which has been introduced in [3] as the maximum number of
non-overlapping translates of K that can touch K such that their convex
hull does not contain K in its interior. Then let Iq(K)=(Svold−1(bdK))
d/
(Vold(K))
d−1 , which is very often called the isoperimetric quotient of the
convex body K in Ed, where Svold−1(bdK) denotes the (d−1)-dimen-
sional surface volume of the boundary bdK of K and Vold(K) denotes
the d-dimensional volume of K. Moreover, let B denote the closed d-dimen-
sional ball of radius 1 centered at the origin o in Ed. Finally, if X, Y are
subsets of Ed and l is a real number, then X+Y={x+y | x ¥X, y ¥ Y},
X−Y={x−y | x ¥X, y ¥ Y} and lX={lx | x ¥X}. Now, our result can
be phrased as follows.
Theorem. Let K be a convex body in Ed, d \ 3 and let Ko=12 (K+
(−K)) be the normalized difference body of K, which is centrally symmetric
about the origin o of Ed. Then the maximum number of touching pairs in a
packing of n > 1 translates of the convex body K in Ed, d \ 3 is at most
H(Ko)
2
· n−
1
2d · (d(Ko)) (d−1)/d
·1 Iq(B)
Iq(Ko)
21/d · n (d−1)/d
−(H(Ko)−h(Ko)−1).
We remark that due to the Minkowski difference body method H(K)=
H(Ko) and h(K)=h(Ko) hold for any convex body K in Ed (see [12], [13]
and also the next section of this paper for a description of this method).
Moreover, it is known ([9]) that H(K) [ 3d−1 for any convex body K of
Ed and it has been recently proved in [3] that h(K) [ 2 · 3d−1−1 holds for
any convex body K of Ed. (The inequality 0 [H(K)−h(K)−1 is rather
trivial, where K denotes an arbitrary convex body of Ed.)
A Minkowski space Md=(Rd, || ||) is just Rd with distances measured
using a norm || ||. The Theorem has the following corollary.
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Corollary 1. The maximum number of times the minimum distance can
occur among n > 1 points inMd, d \ 3 is at most
3d−1
2
·n−
w1/dd
2d+1
· n (d−1)/d,
where wd=pd/2/C(
d
2+1) is the volume of a d-dimensional ball of radius 1 in
Ed. Moreover, if Mdl. denotes R
d with the maximum norm, then the
maximum number of times the minimum distance can occur among n > 1
points inMdl. , d \ 3 is at most
3d−1
2
·n−
w1/dd
2d+1
· n (d−1)/d−
d+1
2
(3d−1−1).
Finally, we call the reader’s attention to Corollary 2 of Section 2 that
suggests to compute d(Ko) via the densities of finite packings of translates
of the o-symmetric convex body Ko in special non-convex containers of Ed.
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Let
{c1+K, c2+K, ..., cn+K}
be an arbitrary packing of n > 1 translates of the convex body K in
Ed, d \ 3 with
{c1, c2, ..., cn}=Cn.
Then
(c1+K) 2 (c2+K) 2 · · · 2 (cn+K)={c1, c2, ..., cn}+K=Cn+K.
We begin with the so-called difference body method of Minkowski [12,
13]: If t1+K and t2+K are two translates of the convex body K, then they
are non-overlapping (resp., touching) if and only if t1+Ko and t2+Ko are
non-overlapping (resp., touching), where Ko=
1
2 (K+(−K)). From this fact
it follows that {c1+Ko, c2+Ko, ..., cn+Ko} is a packing of n translates of
the convex body Ko moreover, the number of touching pairs in the packing
{c1+Ko, c2+Ko, ..., cn+Ko} is equal to the number of touching pairs
in the packing {c1+K, c2+K, ..., cn+K}. Thus, it is sufficient to give
an upper bound for the number of touching pairs in the packing
{c1+Ko, c2+Ko, ..., cn+Ko}.
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For our proof of the Theorem we need the following Lemma, which is a
stronger version of Theorem 3.1 in [4] and implies Corollary 2 below. The
following proof of the Lemma is a somewhat corrected and modified
version of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [4].
Lemma.
Vold(Cn+Ko)
Vold(Cn+2Ko)
[ d(Ko).
Proof. Assume that the claim is not true. Then there is an E > 0 such
that
Vold(Cn+2Ko)=n·
Vold(Ko)
d(Ko)
− E.(1)
Let L be a packing lattice of Cn+2Ko such that Cn+2Ko is contained in
the foundamental parallelotope P of L. For each l > 0 let Ql denote the
d-dimensional cube of edge length 2l centered at the origin o of Ed having
edges parallel to the corresponding coordinate axes of Ed. Obviously, there
is a constant m > 0 depending on P only such that for each l > 0 there is a
subset Ll … L with Ql … Ll+P and Ll+2P … Ql+m. Moreover, let Pm(Ko)
denote the family of all possible packings of m > 1 translates of the
o-symmetric convex body Ko in Ed. The definition of d(Ko) (see [13])
implies that for each l > 0 there exists a packing in the family Pm(l)(Ko)
with centers at the points of Cm(l) such that
Cm(l)+Ko … Ql
and
lim
lQ.
m(l) Vold(Ko)
Vold(Ql)
=d(Ko).
As limlQ.(Vold(Ql+m)/Vold(Ql))=1 there exist t > 0 and a packing in
the family Pm(t)(Ko) with centers at the points of Cm(t) and with Cm(t)+
Ko … Qt such that
Vold(P) d(Ko)
Vold(P)+E
<
m(t) Vold(Ko)
Vold(Qt+m)
and
n Vold(Ko)
Vold(P)+E
<
n Vold(Ko) card(Lt)
Vold(Qt+m)
.
(2)
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Now, for each x ¥ P we define a packing of n(x) translates of the
o-symmetric convex body Ko in Ed with centers at the points of
Cn(x)={x+Lt+Cn} 2 {y ¥ Cm(t) | y ¨ x+Lt+Cn+int(2Ko)}.
Obviously, Cn(x)+Ko … Qt+m. Now, in order to compute >x ¥ P n(x) dx, for
each point y ¥ Cm(t) we introduce the function qy defined as follows:
qy(x)=1 if y ¨ x+Lt+Cn+int(2Ko) and qy(x)=0 for any other x ¥ P.
Then it is easy to see that
F
x ¥ P
n(x) dx=F
x ¥ P
1n card(Lt)+ C
y ¥ Cm(t)
qy(x)2 dx
=n Vold(P) card(Lt)+m(t)(Vold(P)−Vold(Cn+2Ko)).
Hence, there is a point p ¥ P with
n(p) \ m(t)11−Vold(Cn+2Ko)
Vold(P)
2+n card(Lt)
and so
n(p) Vold(Ko)
Vold(Qt+m)
\
m(t) Vold(Ko)
Vold(Qt+m)
11−Vold(Cn+2Ko)
Vold(P)
2
+
n Vold(Ko) card(Lt)
Vold(Qt+m)
.
(3)
Now, (1) implies in a straightforward way that
Vold(P) d(Ko)
Vold(P)+E
11−Vold(Cn+2Ko)
Vold(P)
2+n Vold(Ko)
Vold(P)+E
=d(Ko).(4)
Thus, (2), (3), and (4) yield that
n(p) Vold(Ko)
Vold(Qt+m)
> d(Ko).
As Cn(p)+Ko … Qt+m this contradicts the definition of d(Ko). This com-
pletes the proof of the Lemma. L
We mention the following immediate corollary of the Lemma which is a
stronger analogue of Corollary 3.1 of [4] and connects finite packings of
translates of the o-symmetric convex body Ko in special non-convex con-
tainers of Ed to infinite packings of translates of Ko in Ed via their densities.
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Corollary 2. Let Pn(Ko) be the family of all possible packings of n > 1
translates of the o-symmetric convex body Ko in Ed, d \ 3. Moreover, let
d(Ko, n)=max 3 n Vold(Ko)Vold(1ni=1(ci+2Ko)) : {c1+Ko, ..., cn+Ko 4 ¥Pn(Ko)}.
Then
lim sup
nQ.
d(Ko, n)=d(Ko).
Now, we return to the proof of our theorem and look at the packing
K={c1+Ko, c2+Ko, ..., cn+Ko}
of n translates of the o-symmetric convex body Ko with centers at the
points of
Cn={c1, c2, ..., cn} … Ed.
Notice that if ci+Ko is (outer) tangent to H(Ko) members of the packing
K, then
ci+2Ko … 0
j ] i, 1 [ j [ n
(cj+2Ko).
Thus, if m denotes the number of members of K that are touched by
exactly H(Ko) members ofK, then the (d−1)-dimensional surface volume
Svold−1(bd(Cn+2Ko)) of the boundary bd(Cn+2Ko) of the non-convex set
Cn+2Ko must satisfy the inequality
Svold−1(bd(Cn+2Ko)) [ (n−m) 2d−1 Svold−1(bdKo).(5)
Finally, the isoperimetric inequality (see, for example, [8]) applied to
Cn+2Ko yields
Iq(B) [
(Svold−1(bd(Cn+2Ko)))d
(Vold(Cn+2Ko))d−1
=Iq(Cn+2Ko).(6)
Hence, the Lemma, (5) and (6) imply in a straightforward way that
1
2d−1 · (d(Ko)) (d−1)/d
·1 Iq(B)
Iq(Ko)
21/d · n (d−1)/d [ n−m.(7)
Finally, notice that the convex hull of Cn, n > 1 must have at least two
vertices in Ed say, ci and cj. Then it is easy to see that that the number of
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members of the packing K that are tangent to ci+Ko (resp., cj+Ko) is at
most h(Ko). From this and (7) the Theorem follows in a straightforward
way. This completes the proof of the Theorem.
3. PROOF OF COROLLARY 1
Let Cn={c1, c2, ..., cn} be an arbitrary set of n > 1 points of minimum
distance say, 2 in Md, d \ 3. Moreover, let Ko be the closed d-dimensional
ball of radius 1 centered at the origin o in Md. Obviously, the number t of
touching pairs in the packing
{c1+Ko, c2+Ko, ..., cn+Ko}
of n translates of the convex body Ko in Ed is equal to the number of times
the distance 2 occurs among the points of Cn inMd. Hence, if
Iq(Ko) [ (2d)d,
where (2d)d is in fact, the isoperimetric quotient of any d-cube in Ed, then
the Theorem and the inequalities H(Ko) [ 3d−1, d(Ko) [ 1, 0 [H(Ko)−
h(Ko)−1 imply in a straightforward way that
t [
3d−1
2
·n−
w1/dd
2d+1
· n (d−1)/d,
finishing the proof of the first part of Corollary 1. So, we are left with the
case when
Iq(Ko) > (2d)d.
Now, let Q be a d-dimensional cube of Ed. Then recall the elegant theorem
of Ball [2] which claims that there is an affine map j: EdQ Ed such that
Vold(j(Ko))=Vold(Q) and Svold−1(bd(j(Ko))) [ Svold−1(bdQ).
As a result we get that
Iq(j(Ko)) [ Iq(Q)=(2d)d.(8)
Finally, notice that the number of touching pairs in the packing
{j(c1+Ko), j(c2+Ko), ..., j(cn+Ko)}
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of n translates of the convex body j(Ko) in Ed is precisely t. Thus, (8)
and the Theorem and the inequalities H(j(Ko)) [ 3d−1, d(j(Ko)) [ 1,
0 [H(j(Ko))−h(j(Ko))−1 imply again in a straightforward way that
t [
3d−1
2
·n−
w1/dd
2d+1
· n (d−1)/d.
This completes the proof of the first part of Corollary 1.
Finally, the second part of Corollary 1 can be proved as follows. Observe
that it is sufficient to give an upper bound on the number t of touching
pairs in the packing
{c1+Q, c2+Q, ..., cn+Q}
of n translates of the d-dimensional cube Q of Ed, where in fact, Q is the
closed d-dimensional ball of radius 1 centered at the origin o in Mdl. .
Using small translations parallel to the edges of Q we can arrange that the
convex hull of the points {c1, c2, ..., cn} has dimension d in Ed and so, it has
at least d+1 vertices moreover, the number of touching pairs in the corre-
sponding packing of n translates of Q is still t. Thus, the proof of the
Theorem and the claims H(Q)=3d−1, h(Q)=2·3d−1−1 (the second of
which is proved in [3]) imply that
t [
3d−1
2
·n−
w1/dd
2d+1
· n (d−1)/d−
d+1
2
(3d−1−1).
This completes the proof of Corollary 1.
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